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Table of content 

 General review
This document presents the performance and the specification datasheet 
LAAS-CNRS. The description of the architectural and the technical choices 
for the project (SCB) was made by  team ISGE/S4M. 

List of acronyms:

1. ADC Analog to Digital Converter 13. Mbps Megabits per second

2. SPI Serial Peripheral Interface 14. V Volt

3. I2C Inter-Integrated Circuit 15. IDE Integrated Development
Environment  

4. UART Universal Asynchronous
Receiver Transmitter

16. EEPROM Electrically Erasable
Programmable Read Only

Memory 

5. WD Watchdog 17. EMC ElectroMagnetic Compatibility 

6. PWM Pulse Width Modulation 18. DC Direct Current

7. RXD Receive Data 19. AC Alternating Current 

8. TXD Transmit Data 20. N Neutral

9. RA2 21. CLK Clock

10. LED Light Emitting Diode 22. MISO Master Input Slave Output

11. I/O Input/Output 23. MOSI Master Output Slave Input

12. PLL Phase locked loop 24. MOSFET Metal Oxide Semiconductor
Field Effect Transistor

25. MAC Media Access Control 26. RAM Random Access Memory 
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7.6          Feeder block schematics

1. Introduction 
This  document  presents  the  technical  specifications  of  a  power  converter.  The  system  is
composed of  5 major blocks: power block, measurement block, command block, driver block
and the feederblock.  An explanation of  each one of these blocks will be breifly explained in
the subsections below ( image,“General view of the system”, page 26).

2. General context of the work
As said  in the introduction,  the core of the electronic circuit is divided into 5 major blocks.
Each block has its own functionalities and specific constraints. The connectivity between every
block is done by receiving inputs and transmiting outputs. Before introducing each block, the
following tables will indicate the trajectory of every input and output of the system.

Power  block

Input coming from Input name Output going to Output name

Feeder block 5V_IN Feeder block N
V_HIGH

Measurement block Measurement block

I_R
I_S
I_T

I_OUT
V_OUT_MES

T_COND
S_COND
R_COND
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Driver block

Vsa
SaD
Sa

Vsb
SbD
Sb

Vsc
ScD
Sc

Measurement block

Input coming from Input name Output going to Output name

Feeder block 5V_N
5V_IN

Power block N

Command block 

CLK
SS1
SS

MOSI
VCC_3V3

Command block MISO

Power block

I_R
I_S
I_T

I_OUT
V_OUT_MES

T_COND
S_COND
R_COND

Command block

Input coming from Input name Output going to Output name

Feeder block 5V

Measurement block MISO Measurement block

CLK
SS1
SS
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MOSI
VCC_3V3

Driver block Driver block

PWM3H
PWM3L
PWM2H
PWM2L
PWM1H
PWM1L

Driver block 

Input coming from Input name Output going to Output name

Feeder block 5V
5V_IN

15V

Power block Power block

Vsa
SaD
Sa

Vsb
SbD
Sb

Vsc
ScD
Sc

Command block

PWM3H
PWM3L
PWM2H
PWM2L
PWM1H
PWM1L

Command block

Feeder block 

Input coming from Input name Output going to Output name
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Measurement block Measurement block 5V_N
5V_IN

Power block N
V_HIGH

Power block 5V_IN

Command block Command block 5V

Driver block 5V
5V_IN

15V

Driver block 

2. 1. General view of the power  block
This  block is  composed of  passive  and active components  that  manage high voltages and
currents. This block uses three half bridges of  MOSFETs that are alternately powered.  It is in
this block where we collect current and voltage measurements. These measurements will be
sent  to  the  measurement  block  (images,“Power  block”,  “Measurements”,  “Three  phase
inverter”, page 27 to 29).

2. 2. General view of the measurement  block
This block ensures the voltage adaptation between the high voltage/high power section and the
low voltage/low power sections. These adaptations are relative to the command. This block’s
responsibility is to make sure that this adaptation is well executed. The measurement block
collects many infromation (temperature, current, frequency) , converts it then sends it to the
command block. A communication interface is set between the measurement block and the
command  block.  In  this  communication  the  measurment  block  will  be  the  slave  and  the
command block will be the master. A galvanic isolation is set between the command block and
the measurement block (images, “Measurement block schematics”,  “Temperature sensors”,
“Current  adaptation”,  Amplifier  R/S/T_COND”,  “Conversion  R/S/T”,  “Conversion
sensors”, “Galvanic Isolation”, “Galvanic Isolation”, page 30 to 37).  

2. 3. General view of the command block

This block is majorly the microcontroller. It is responsible of generating  independent PWMs
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in order to command the driver. It sets a real time management of the power block. This block
can also communicate with another electronic system and ensures peripheral activity (images,
“Command block schematics”, “Communication RS-485 schematics”, page 38 to 39).

2. 4. General view of the driver block

This  block  will  be  responsible  of  adapting  the  voltage  between  the  power  block  and  the
command block. This block receives the PWMs generated by the command block then  drives
them to the power block. A galvanic isolation system is set to ensure the seperation between
the  command block  and  the  driver  block.  It  allows  us  to  have  a  connexion  while  having
different supply voltages. The driver block offers also the independence of  the MOSFETS
located  in the power block (image, “Driver block schematics”, page 40). 

2. 5.  General view of the feeder block 

This block is responsible of retrieving energy from the power block and  conditioning it in
order to compatibilize it   with the voltage and current needed for all  the electronic circuit
(image, “Feeder block schematics”, page 41).
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3. Blocks Functionalitie
Sub-function 3.1  Power block_Measurements

Objective Obtaining current and voltage measurements

Technological
choices

4xFully integrated, hall effect based linear current sensor IC:
ACS712xLCTR
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Schematics

Description

 The ACS712xLCTR is a current sensor that gives a precise current
measurment. It has a 66 to 185 mv/A output sensitivity and total
output error of  1.5%. It has also a fast response to the input, 5 us
output risetime and a bandwidth of 80 kHz.

 The objective of this block is to measure precisely the current and
voltage  measurements  (R/S/T_COND; I_R; I_OUT; I_S;  I_T).
The voltage measurements  (R/S/T_COND) is collected using a 4
parallel resistances  and capacitor in order to filter the signal.

Sub-function 3.2  Power block_Three phase inverter

Objective Converting power

Technological
choices

6xMOSFETS: FDPF39N20
6xSchottky power rectifier 
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Schematics

Description

 The  FDPF39N20 is  a  power  MOSFET that  can  deliver  200V
between the drain and the source with a little dissipation power of
37W. The internal resistance of the mosfet (Rdson) can only reach
66 mOhms maximum. The activation and desactivation time of
the mosfet is fast (Tdon :30ns ; Tdoff: 150ns).

 Three half bridges  are used to invert the direct current voltage.
Each pole can be switched independently and the two switches in
each pole are alternately switched by the inputs  (SaD, Sa, SbD,
Sb, ScD, Sc). Each pole is responsible for the production of one
phase voltage. 

Sub-function 3.3  Measurement block_Amplifier R/S/T_COND

Objective Getting measurements from the power block
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Technological
choices

4xLow noise JFET quad operational amplifier: TL074IDT
1x Frequency to voltage converter: LM2907N-8_NOPB

1x Reference voltage: REF198

Schematics

Description

 TL074IDT is used because it has  a good gain bandwidth of 3MHz and a high slew
rate of 16 V/us, low input bias (30 pA) and offset current (100 pA). The REF198 is
used to give an exact voltage of 4.098V. We have one related to the ground the other
to the neutral.

 We are using 4 amplifier in order to get measurements. The first 3 from the left are
supplied  by  a  2.048V  and  are  used  as  summoners  in  order  to  collect  voltage
measurments  (V_R_MES,  V_S_MES  and  V_T_MES).  That  was  doable  with  a
reference voltage of 4.096V(REF 198, “REF_4.096_N”) related to the neutral  (N)
and a voltage bridge divider that divides the voltage by 2. 

 The frequency measure is done with the same amplifier and its output is sent to the
frequency to voltage converter  (LM2907N-8_NOPB).  The output  is  OMEGA this
signal  should  respect  the  voltage  band  conversion  of  the  ADC’s  input  channels
located in  “Measurement block” .  This adjustment is  done with a voltage bridge
divider that multiplies the signal by 0.8 and this explains having (OMEGA_3.3).
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Sub-function 3.4  Measurement block_Temperature_Sensors

Objective Getting adapted temperature measurements

Technological
choices

3x Temperature sensors: LM35-D

Schematics

Description

 The LM35-D is a precise temperature device that does not require any
external calibration. It has a low self heating (0.08°C in still air) and a
large temperature range (-55°C to 150°C).

 The sensor’s output is not adapted to the channels input voltage of the
ADC   that  is  located  in  “Measurement  block_Conversion”  so  we
needed to use a voltage bridge divider that multiplies the signals by 0.8
so we can have compatibilized signals  (TEMP_3.3_1, TEMP_3.3_2,
TEMP_3.3_3). 

Sub-function 3.5  Measurement block_Current_Measurements
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Objective Getting  adapted current measurements

Technological
choices

Simple circuit with resistances

Schematics

Description

 The currents (I_T, I_S, I_R, I_OUT ) are not adapted to the input of
the ADC  that is located in “Measurement block_Conversion” so we
needed to use a voltage bridge divider that multiplies the signals by 0.8
so  we  can  have  compatibilized  signals  (I_T_3.3,  I_S_3.3,
I_OUT_3.3).

Sub-function 3.6  Measurement block_Conversion
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Objective Converting all measurements from analog to digital

Technological
choices

2x Analog-Digital Converter: MCP3208
1x Reference voltage: REF198

Schematics

Description

 The MCP3208 is a 12 bit converter that has a SPI serial interface
and a fast sampling rate.

 We have used two ADCs in order to have more precision. The first
ADC from the left is supplied with a supply 4.096V relative to the
neutral  (located  in  “Measurement_block_Amplifier
R/S/T_COND) unlike the right ADC that is supplied by a 4.096V
relative  to  the  ground this  is  another  reason  why we used  two
different  ADCs.  The  ADCs are  responsible  of  converting  the
analogical signals to digital information and sending them to the
isolator. 
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Sub-function 3.7  Measurement block_Isolation

Objective Isolating and compatibilizing the voltage between  the measurement block
and  the command block.

Technological
choices

2x Isolators: ISO7341FC

Schematics

Description
 The isolator permits to have a galvanic isolation with the command

block  and  compatibilize  the  supply  voltage  between  them.  It
permits to settle the communication with the command block via
SPI serial  interface. The measurement block is the slave of the
communication. We used two isolators, one isolator is for the high
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voltage section and the other for the low voltage section.

Sub-function 3.8  Command block_Microchip

Objective Generating 3 pairs of PWMs to the driver block 

Technological
choices

1x Microchip: dspic33ep256mc202-i_sp
1x Low dropout regulator: LM2937

Schematics

Description

 The microcontroller 70 MHz Dspic33 generates 3 pairs of PWMs
and the CLK that will be sent to the driver block. It communicates
with the MAX485 located in “Communication RS-485” using the
UART (more details in section 5, The microcontroller).  

 In order to create a supply voltage of 3.3V we used a low dropout
regulator that drops the input 5V to a supply of 3.3V (VCC_3V3).
A display system is done with LEDs,  it  permits us to verify if
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everything  is  correctly  executed  (VCC_3V3,  RA2,  RXD,
TXD_LED).  The microcontroller  has also outputs that go to the
communication  RS-485 in  order  to  communicate  with  other
electronic systems.

Sub-function 3.9  Command block_Communicqtion RS-485

Objective Communicating with another system

Technological
choices

1x Low power transceivers

Schematics

 

 The  MAX485 offers  us   the  RS-485 communication  interface.
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Description That will be used to communicate with other electronic systems.
The RS-485 that is fast and protects the signal from noise. 

Sub-function 3.10  Driver block 

Objective Controlling the Power block that contains high power MOSFETs

Technological
choices

1xIsolator: SI8660ED-B-IS
3xSingle high side driver: IRS2181 

Schematics
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Description

 The SI8660ED-B-IS is a high speed operation 6 channel digital isolator.
It has a 60 year life rated working voltage. The IRS2181 can drive an N-
channel power MOSFET in the high-side configuration which operates
up to 600V.

 The isolator receives 3 pairs of PWMs, the galvanic isolation permits to
protect the information and separate the driver block from the command
block  .  It  is  also  used  to  compatibilize  the  supply  voltage.  The
resistances are used to receive and load, this is why we have put them in
the  input  and  output  of  the  isolator.  Then  each  pair  of  PWM  is
transmitted to a driver this permits to protect the circuit and make each
half bridge independent. The driver permits to control the half bridges
in the power block.

Sub-function 3.11  Feeder block

Objective Supplying all the system with the needed voltage

Technological
choices

1xSimple switcher: LMR16010
5xIsolated DC/DC converter: ROE-1505S

Schematics
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Description

 The  LMR16010 has the capacity to receive 60 V as a maximum
input voltage. It has an ultra low 1 uA current in shutdown that can
prolong the battery life and a wide adjustable switching frequency
range.  The  ROE-1505 is  used  for  power  isolation  and  voltage
matching applications.

 The  LMR16010 contributes  in  generating  the  15V.   All  five
isolated DC/DC converters (ROE-1505S) that converts the 15V to
5V  related  to  the  neutral  (“5V_N”),  5V  related  to  the  ground
(“5V”) and 5V related to the  GNDD (“5V_IN”). A display system
is used to verify if the supply voltages are correctly executed using
LEDs.

4. Specifications  
States: 
Not defined (ND), Defined (D), Verified (V), Implemented (I), Tested (T), Finished
(F)
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4.1 General code guidelines 

Index Specifications State

1. The code  is  to  be  written  in  C using the  Microchip  dedicated
platform MPLABX

F

2. The code is to be created using the FreeRTOS platform F

3. The  parameter  are  to  be  stored  in  the  EEPROM  of  the
microcontroller

ND

4. The MPLAB IDE allows you to develop a project from beginning
to end, all within the same environment.

F

5. The code should be structured in three layers of functions: base
layer, mid layer and higher layer

D

6. The base layer is comprised of all the Input/Output functions and
other functions linked to the hardware of the microcontroller

V

7. The  mid  layer  is  comprised  of  all  control  and  mathematical
functions which have some real-time operation constraint

D

8. The upper layer is comprised of  higher-level  algorithm- related
functions which do not have a real-time operation constraint

D

9. The  code  must  comprise  two  parts:  synchronous  and
asynchronous

V

10. The  synchronous  part  will  implement  a  scheduler  using  the
FreeRTOS

T
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11. The  firmware  must  be  capable  of  handling  two  different  SPI
peripherals

T

12. The addressing of the channels must be done in an intuitive way in
the code using a struct or an enum type of declaration

T

13. The microchip must have a debugger support in order to test and
debug the program

F
(There is a debugger in

circuit and in
application

programming
-Two program and two

complex data
breakpoints -IEEE

1149.2
-compatible (JTAG)
-Trace and run- time

watch)

14. The micro-controller can have an embedded boot- loader I 
(negative tests)

15. The system must have at least one external interrupt D
 (The microchip has
External interrupts

on all I/O pins )

16. Must  have  remappable  peripherals  in  order  to  facilitate  the
reconfiguration

D 
( Remappable
peripherals:

- Timers
- Input capture

 - Output compare
- UART, SPI

- ECAN technology -
External interrupts)

17. External applications should be capable of rewriting parameters D
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4.2 Input/output specifications

Index Specifications State

1. Must  generate  3  PWMS pairs  each  with  independent  in
timing and a satisfying resolution (7.41 ns)

F

2. Must enough Random access memory V

3. The data bus must be higher than 8-bit in order to offer a
compatible service for the information

F

4. Must  have  many  communication  interfaces  (SPI,  I2C,
UART).  The  SPI  is  used  to  communicate  with  the
measurement block

F 
(SPI module, 2 UART and 2

I2C module)

5. Must  have a  PWM that  has a minimum of 100 KHz as
frequency

F

6. Must have a clock that is higher than 20MHz  F 
(max 70 MHz)

7. Must  have  the  capacity  of  treating  analogical  inputs  in
order to treat the information

F 
(Possibility to have 15 analog

inputs channels)

8. The firmware must be capable of sending signals to all of
the 6 PWMs with a dead-time of at most 100 ns (1%)

F

9. Must  have  a  programmable  oscillator  (minimum 3MHz)
and clocks

F
(The microchip offers:

-Programmable PLLs and
oscillator clock 

-Independent WD
- Fast wake up and start-up)

10. An external chip can communicate with the command chip D
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11. Must have a debugging system in order to verify tasks F

12. Must  have a  remapping function  for  pins  in  case  of  re-
organization 

D?

   4.3 Warning specifications 

Index Specifications State

1. A system of  warnings  and errors  should  be  put  in  place  to
easily debug the system

I

2. A system of  warnings  and errors  should  be  put  in  place  to
easily debug the system w/ LEDs ?

I

3. Warnings can be of two types: physical or digital F

4. Warnings must alert us if there is a case of  congestion or traffic

4.4 Power management and circuit immunity

Index Specifications State

1. Must have low power management features F 
(Low-power management

modes (Sleep, Idle, Doze) -
Integrated Power-on Reset)

2.
The circuit must be immune to perturbations (electromagnetic,
noise, EMC).
The microcontroller can be connected to a noisy power board

D 
(to revisit MAX 485, ISO)
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and retained functionalities

4.5 Conversion function specifications

Index Specifications State

1. Three  types  of  power  conversion  functions  must  be
implemented by the firmware: DC/DC, AC/DC and DC/AC

V

2. In the case where channels are used together to do a two or
three phase DC/DC function, the firmware must ensure that the
PWM signals of the dedicated channels have the appropriate
dead time and synchronization

ND

3. In the case where the channels are used to do three independent
DC/DC functions, the firmware must allow for the individual 
control of each low-voltage channel of the power converter 
with the appropriate dead times

ND

4. A change in the function type should be called through external
communication 

D

4.6 Testing specifications

Index Specifications State

1. A preliminary  test  process  must  be  implemented before  the ND
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execution 

2. Testing  if  there  is  any  problems  in  transferring  information
(traffic, congestion..etc)

ND

3. A check up for each function must be implemented ND

5. The Microcontroller
The microcontroller  that we will be using is the DSPIC33EP256MC202 that  has a
16-bit core that can go up to  70 MHz.

5. 1. Inputs/Outputs 
 It has over 21 inputs and outputs that will give us freedom for upcoming

options. 
 There are external interrupts on all I/O pins that will be helpful if we want to

put some conditions to the command block. 
 It   has the ability to remap peripheral pins in case of reorganisation.

5. 2. Operating conditions 
 Operative with a voltage that goes from 3.0V to 3.6V. 

5. 3. Clock management
 The microcontroller has timers and programmable PLLs and an oscillator. 
 It has 1.0% internal oscillator which gives us more  precision. 
 It can generate up to three PWM pairs with independent timing and each

PWMs has a resolution of 7.14ns. 
 Each PWM’s signal firing will depend on the type of function done by the

power converter. 
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 It has 5 timers that we can manage by putting a priority for each one of them.
 It has a fast wake-up and start-up that shows that its response is fast.

5. 4. Communication and signals 
 2 x 4- wire SPI bus with a speed of 15 Mbps, 2x UART modules with a

speed of 17,5 Mbps and two I2C modules.

5. 5. Core of the microchip
 The program can be coded with the C language
 It offers a Single cycle MAC with dual fetch
 The RAM is 32 Kbytes  
 The program flash memory is 256Kbytes
 It is a Harvard memory architecture microcontroller that gives the system an

advantageous performance.

5. 6. Environment development 
 We did not need a separate editor, assembler or compiler we used the tool

that microcontroller offers. The MPLAB IDE that allowed us to develop the
project from beginning to end. It can help us create a real time operating
system  that  can  be  embedded  in  the  microcontroller.  It  can  implement
dynamic scheduling, which simplifies the work of implementing stable real-
time systems.
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6.  Pin specifications

Pin
Numb

Functionalities

1 Reset, MCLR 15 PGEC1, Clock  programming debugging data 
chanelle 1

2 AN0, bootloader 16 CLK, Clock 

3 AN1, observation pin 17 Alternate synchronous data??, communication 
with MAX485 (pin RO), Receiver output 

4 AN2, observation pin 18 Alternate synchronous data??, communication 
with MAX485 (pin RO), Receiver output

5 AN3, observation pin 19 VSS, Low voltage, reference

6 AN4_SS, AN4 20 VCAP, capacitor connection 

7 AN5_SS, AN5 21 PWM3H, High pwm

8 VSS, Low voltage, reference 22 PWM3L , Low pwm

9 RA2, bidirectional 
observation pin

23 PWM2H, High pwm

10 DIR, RA3, communication? 24 PWM2L, Low pwm
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11 MOSI, Master output slave 
input

25 PWM1H, High pwm

12 MISO, Master input Slave 
Output

26 PWM1L, Low pwm

13 VDD, High voltage 27 AVSS, Analog low voltage, reference

14 PGED1, Programming 
debugging data chanelle 1

28 AVDD, Analog supply

7. Schematics

    7.1. General view of the system
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7.2.1  Power block 
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7.2.2 Measurements
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7.2.3  Three phase inverter
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7.3.1  Measurement block schematics 
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7.3.2. Amplifier R/S/T_COND
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7.3.3. Temperature Sensors
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7.3.4. Current adaptation
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7.3.5. Conversion R/S/T
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7.3.6  Conversion sensors
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7.3.7. Galvanic isolation 
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7.3.8. Galvanic isolation_N
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7.4.1 Command block schematics 
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7.4.2 Microcontroller
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7.4.3 Communication RS-485 schematics
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7.4.4 Test points
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  7.5 Driver block schematics
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7.6 Feeder block schematics
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